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Features

• Unlimited simultaneous users
• Unrestricted digital rights management (drm)—users can print, read online, or download PDFs by chapter
• Perpetual access
• No ongoing maintenance fees
• Free marc records prepared by Duke University librarians

All collections hosted at read.dukeupress.edu

Purchase Information

Purchase includes perpetual access to all included e-books. In subsequent years, purchasing libraries will have the option to "top up" their subject collection by buying the year’s new batch of relevant titles.

For title lists and pricing, visit dukeupress.edu/libraries.
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Fax: +1.919.688.2615
Gender Studies 600+ titles
This collection includes groundbreaking titles in gender studies, gay and lesbian studies, transgender studies, transnational women’s studies, and queer and feminist theory.

Latin American Studies 550+ titles
Duke University Press has been a pioneer in the foundations of Latin American Studies, publishing important work by key authors.

Asian Studies 300+ titles
This collection offers cutting-edge scholarship from a variety of disciplines about both contemporary and historical topics in Asian studies.

Art and Art History 150+ titles
This collection spans the discipline, with books in art theory and criticism, performance art, architecture, visual culture, photography, and museum studies.

Music and Sound Studies 100+ titles
Titles address not just music and ethnomusicology as they are traditionally studied but also the social, cultural, and technological dimensions of sound more broadly defined.

Religious Studies 100+ titles
This collection includes titles that examine religions around the world, conflicts within and among religions, and the cultural, social, and political dynamics of religion.